Abstract: Changes to mean sea level and/or sea level extremes (e.g., storm surges) will lead to changes in coastal impacts. These changes represent a changing exposure or risk to our society. Here, we present 21st century sea-level projections for Norway largely based on the Fifth Assessment Report from the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC AR5). An important component of past and present sea-level change in Norway is glacial isostatic adjustment. We therefore pay special attention to vertical land motion, which is constrained using new geodetic observations with improved spatial coverage and accuracies, and modelling work. Projected ensemble mean 21st century relative sea-level changes for Norway are, depending on location, from −0.10 to 0.30 m for emission scenario RCP2.6; 0.00 to 0.35 m for RCP 4.5; and 0.15 to 0.55 m for RCP8.5. For all RCPs, the projected ensemble mean indicates that the vast majority of the Norwegian coast will experience a rise in sea level. Norway's official return heights for extreme sea levels are estimated using the average conditional exceedance rate (ACER) method. We adapt an approach for calculating sea level allowances for use with the ACER method. All the allowances calculated give values above the projected ensemble mean Relative Sea Level (RSL) rise, i.e., to preserve the likelihood of flooding from extreme sea levels, a height increase above the most likely RSL rise should be used in planning. We also show that the likelihood of exceeding present-day return heights will dramatically increase with sea-level rise.
Introduction
In the global setting, Norway is commonly perceived as being at low risk from sea-level rise. The coastline is largely characterized by steep topography and exposed bedrock that is resistant to erosion. In addition to this, the land surface is experiencing on-going uplift due to the loss of the large ice sheet that once covered Fennoscandia (a process known as glacial isostatic adjustment, GIA; e.g., [1, 2] ). It is well recognized that this uplift process will act to mitigate future sea-level rise (e.g., [3] ). These factors suggest that, in comparison to other coastal countries, Norway has a generally low physical vulnerability to increasing sea levels [4] .
potentially large impact future sea-level changes is important for coastal management [15] . Furthermore, knowledge (or an assumption) about the complete probability distribution of future sea-level rise is also required for calculating sea level "allowances" [16, 17] , a possible attractive option in coastal planning for Norway. Allowances give the height by which an asset needs to be raised so that the probability of flooding remains preserved for an uncertain future sea-level change [16, 17] . As IPCC AR5 did not provide information beyond the likely ranges, some studies have instead made use of expert elicitations to help quantify the complete probability distribution of future sea-level rise (e.g., [18, 19] ). At the same time, post IPCC AR5, there have also been advances in our understanding of present and future ice sheet changes. Most notably, observations of glacier losses in Antarctica suggest the early stages of a collapse may have begun (e.g., [20, 21] ). Recent modelling studies of Antarctica have tried to quantify how such a marine collapse might contribute to future sea-level rise from the continent with diverging results (e.g., [22, 23] ). The amounts and timing of these potential future contributions from Antarctica are very uncertain. What is apparent, however, is that this area of sea level science is rapidly evolving. This article is structured as follows. We begin by examining vertical land motion (VLM) in Norway, an important component of present sea-level change in Scandinavia, which we constrain using new Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements and modelling [2] . The VLM solution is a key component used in the sea-level projections presented here. Our regional projections of 21st century sea-level changes for Norway are largely based on findings from IPCC AR5 and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) output [24] . The main aim of the work is to show sea-level projections for Norway updated with IPCC AR5 science. We go on to look at how our sea-level projections can be combined with statistics on extreme sea levels. Here we use the Average conditional exceedance rate (ACER) method for estimating the return periods for extreme sea levels. This is the approach used for calculating the official return periods for Norway [25] . We then adapt a method for calculating sea level allowances [16, 17] for use with our preferred ACER return heights. Finally, allowances are calculated for the Norwegian coast using different normal distributions of future sea-level rise. This article is structured as follows. We begin by examining vertical land motion (VLM) in Norway, an important component of present sea-level change in Scandinavia, which we constrain using new Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements and modelling [2] . The VLM solution is a key component used in the sea-level projections presented here. Our regional projections of 21st century sea-level changes for Norway are largely based on findings from IPCC AR5 and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) output [24] . The main aim of the work is to show sea-level projections for Norway updated with IPCC AR5 science. We go on to look at how our sea-level projections can be combined with statistics on extreme sea levels. Here we use the Average conditional exceedance rate (ACER) method for estimating the return periods for extreme sea levels. This is the approach used for calculating the official return periods for Norway [25] . We then adapt a method for calculating sea level allowances [16, 17] for use with our preferred ACER return heights. Finally, allowances are calculated for the Norwegian coast using different normal distributions of future sea-level rise.
Materials and Methods

Present-Day Vertical Land Motion in Norway
There is a long history of GIA research in Fennoscandia [26] . A wide variety of observations are available for the study of GIA, for example, paleo sea level, tide gauge, levelling and terrestrial gravity measurements. Now, over the past two decades, the satellite based observation systems of GPS and the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) have provided new insights into the process of GIA (see Steffen and Wu [27] , for a review of all the datasets).
Such observations of GIA in Fennoscandia have traditionally been used to infer details of Earth's viscosity structure and/or the region's ice history (e.g., [1, 6, 28, 29] ). They also inform us on vertical land motion-an important component of present-day RSL change for Norway. The development of GPS, in particular, has enabled us to image crustal deformation to a high degree of precision. These observations show that present-day VLM across Fennoscandia is dominated by the on-going relaxation of the Earth in response to past ice mass loss (e.g., [1] ). While the broad pattern of land motion in Norway reflects GIA, a number of other physical processes can also cause vertical movements, for example, tectonics, elastic loading effects, sediment deposition or compaction, or groundwater storage changes. Generally speaking these processes are thought to be small in Norway but they can be significant in some areas and especially on local scales (e.g., [30] ).
Here we make use of new GPS observations and GIA modelling work (Kierulf et al. [2] ), and updated precise levelling measurements. The new results are employed to determine vertical land motion, with corresponding uncertainties, for the Norwegian coast. We also show gravitational effects on sea level associated with GIA. These changes in the gravity field are largely driven by the movement of mantle material from the forebulge areas peripheral to Fennoscandia back towards the center as the region uplifts. The movement of mantle mass acts to increase gravitational attraction which, in turn, causes sea surface heights to increase. Such gravitational changes in Fennoscandia have been observed using both satellite gravity data from GRACE and ground-based gravity measurements (e.g., [31] ). Previous work has shown, based on empirical derivation, that where the vertical rates are around 10 mm/year at the centre of uplift in Fennoscandia the corresponding geoid change is 0.6 mm/year (i.e., the sea surface height change is~6% of the land uplift signal) [32, 33] .
Our findings are compared to the GIA solution applied in IPCC AR5, which is based on a combination of the ICE-5G [34] and ANU-ICE models (Lambeck et al. [6] and subsequent improvements).
Permanent GPS and Levelling Networks and Analysis
The establishment of permanent GPS networks in the Nordic countries (Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark) began in the early 1990s. A dense network exists in the region today, which is primarily used for real-time positioning and navigation, but also geodynamic and geophysical studies ( Figure 2 ). Many GIA-related GPS investigations have been completed under the Baseline Inferences for Fennoscandian Rebound Observations, Sea level, and Tectonics (BIFROST) project [35] . Crustal deformation rates from the BIFROST network have been published regularly [1, [35] [36] [37] [38] , largely incorporating Swedish and Finnish stations and also some Norwegian and North European (e.g., Germany, Poland, and Estonia) stations.
The Norwegian GPS network is currently comprised of 160 permanent stations. As the network has been gradually built up over a number of years, some GPS sites have longer time series than others. This has implications for the reliability of the crustal velocities estimated from GPS observations in different parts of the network. In the first analysis of the entire Norwegian network, Kierulf et al. [39] examined the relationship between time series length and the accuracy of the velocity estimates. The authors suggested that only vertical velocities estimated from more than 3 years of data can be considered reliable. Using this 3-year cut-off and data up until the beginning of 2011, Kierulf et al. [39] were able to determine vertical velocities for 65 (~40%) of the 160 GPS stations in the network. In the more recent study of Kierulf et al. [2] , where they use data up until the beginning of 2013 (i.e., 2 more years of data), the authors were able to determine vertical velocities estimates for 92 (~60%) of the 160 GPS stations in the network (Figure 2a) . Thus, velocities presented in Kierulf et al. [2] and used in this study have a better spatial coverage than before and, owing to longer time series, improved accuracies.
In their analysis Kierulf et al. [2] employ the GAMIT/GLOBK software [40] to derive daily solutions for GPS stations across the Nordic countries. The velocities presented here are realized in the ITRF2008 reference frame [41] . Note that a recent review concluded that the ITRF is stable along each axis to better than 0.5 mm/year and has a scale error of less 0.3 mm/year [42] . For more information on the analysis strategy, see Kierulf et al. [2] . Note that 4 GPS stations, Tregde, Tjøme, Moldjord and Mysen, are removed from further analysis in this work as subsequent inspection of the data suggests they may be unstable. in Kierulf et al. [2] and used in this study have a better spatial coverage than before and, owing to longer time series, improved accuracies. In their analysis Kierulf et al. [2] employ the GAMIT/GLOBK software [40] to derive daily solutions for GPS stations across the Nordic countries. The velocities presented here are realized in the ITRF2008 reference frame [41] . Note that a recent review concluded that the ITRF is stable along each axis to better than 0.5 mm/year and has a scale error of less 0.3 mm/year [42] . For more information on the analysis strategy, see Kierulf et al. [2] . Note that 4 GPS stations, Tregde, Tjøme, Moldjord and Mysen, are removed from further analysis in this work as subsequent inspection of the data suggests they may be unstable. (a) Observed vertical land motion from the GPS measurements: black dots mark stations with less than three years of data, which are not included in this study as they are considered unreliable; (b) uncertainty on the observations (standard error); and (c) the levelling lines used. Red lines have been measured four times, orange lines three times, blue lines two times and green lines once. Levelling data from outside of Norway are included in our least-squares collocation solution (see below) but are not shown here.
In addition to the GPS stations which observe crustal motion in a geodetic reference frame, we also make use of repeated precise levelling data which provide a measure of relative land movements. The levelling data help us to better constrain VLM and are of particular use in areas between the GPS stations. The Norwegian levelling data have been collected over several years and date from 1916 to present. Levelling lines in Norway, including the number of times they have been measured, are shown in Figure 2c. 
Defining a Vertical Velocity Field for Norway
The GPS observations indicate that vertical land motion over Norway varies between 1 and 7 mm/year. Coastal locations generally have uplift rates lower than 5 mm/year (Figure 2a) . The average minimum distance between the 92 Norwegian GPS stations for which we have velocities Figure 2 . (a) Observed vertical land motion from the GPS measurements: black dots mark stations with less than three years of data, which are not included in this study as they are considered unreliable; (b) uncertainty on the observations (standard error); and (c) the levelling lines used. Red lines have been measured four times, orange lines three times, blue lines two times and green lines once. Levelling data from outside of Norway are included in our least-squares collocation solution (see below) but are not shown here.
The GPS observations indicate that vertical land motion over Norway varies between 1 and 7 mm/year. Coastal locations generally have uplift rates lower than 5 mm/year (Figure 2a) . The average minimum distance between the 92 Norwegian GPS stations for which we have velocities is 6 of 30 57 km. Thus, we consider the spatial coverage of the observations to be good, but there are coastal areas in the middle and in northern Norway where we currently lack crustal velocity estimates. Figure 2b shows the standard errors on the observations. The GPS stations in coastal areas in the middle of Norway have higher uncertainties than elsewhere. These stations have generally shorter time series and consequently larger uncertainties. The average uncertainty on the 92 velocity estimates in Norway is ±0.75 mm/year (standard error). We explore two different approaches to defining a continuous vertical crustal velocity field, with corresponding uncertainties, using (1) results from GIA modelling and (2) applying least-squares collocation to the levelling and GPS observations (see Vestøl [33] for details of the methodology). The GIA model is briefly described below.
Glacial Isostatic Adjustment Modelling
A GIA model is generally composed of three components: a model of grounded past ice evolution (for Fennoscandia and other ice covered areas), a sea level model to compute the redistribution of ocean mass for a given ice and Earth model, and an Earth model to compute the solid Earth deformation associated with the ice-ocean loading history. Note that the sea level model is based on the "sea level equation" [43] and includes subsequent improvements to allow for coastline migration and changes in Earth rotation [44, 45] . GIA models allow the calculation of vertical and horizontal land motion, sea level, gravitational, rotation and stress changes associated with a selected ice-Earth model combination. Here we essentially use modelling results from Kierulf et al. [2] and show predictions of vertical land motion, which are compared to the GPS observations, and gravitational effects on sea level associated with GIA.
In their analysis, Kierulf et al. [2] test two different types of GIA models (finite element and normal mode) together with three different global ice models. We do not go into the details of the analysis of Kierulf et al. [2] but instead show results from the GIA model which they determine provides best fit to the GPS observations. Spherical harmonic expansions were truncated at degree and order 192.
The Earth model is one-dimensional and employs the normal mode method [46] . A Maxwell viscoelastic rheology is used and the Earth model is spherically symmetric, self-gravitating and compressible. The elastic and density structure are taken from seismic constraints [47] and depth parameterized with a resolution of 15-25 km. The radial viscosity structure is depth parameterized more crudely into three layers: an elastic lithosphere (i.e., very high viscosity values are assigned), an isoviscous upper mantle bounded by the base of the lithosphere and the 670 km deep seismic discontinuity, and an isoviscous lower mantle continuing below this depth to the core mantle boundary.
The ice model is made of two parts: The Fennoscandian and Barents Sea ice sheets are represented by the model of Lambeck et al. [6] , which has been shown to provide good fit to paleo sea level data from the region. For other areas of the globe, they use the ICE-3G ice sheet reconstruction of Tushingham and Peltier [48] . This is the same model setup as used in former BIFROST studies [1, 28, 37] .
Past GIA modelling studies have used both paleo sea level data (e.g., [6, 29] ) and/or GPS observations (e.g., [1, 28, 49] ) to help constrain Earth model parameters. These investigations have shown that it is not yet possible to uniquely constrain Earth's viscosity structure for the Fennoscandian region. Such studies, however, are able to provide a range of Earth parameter values that satisfy the various GIA observables. Based on values from former GIA studies, Kierulf et al. [2] examine laterally homogeneous Earth models bracketing 60-160 km for lithospheric thickness, (0.1-40) × 10 20 Pa s for upper mantle viscosity and (0.1-10) × 10 22 Pa s for lower mantle viscosity.
Computing Regional Sea-Level Projections
Observations show that past sea-level changes have been spatially variable, so we expect that future changes will also be of this nature [50] . Regional sea level can be substantially different from global mean changes owing to spatial variations in: (1) ocean density, ocean mass redistribution, and dynamics; (2) ocean mass changes and associated gravitational effects on sea level; and (3) vertical land motion and associated gravitational effects on sea level. We show regional sea-level projections for Norway's coastal municipalities using findings largely from IPCC AR5 [11] and CMIP5 model output [24] . Sea-level projections are given for the emissions scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.
The difference between our results and those shown in IPCC AR5 are that we adopt a new VLM field with corresponding gravity changes (Section 3.1) and include an estimate of sea-level changes caused by the crustal displacements and gravitational effects of ocean mass redistribution (so-called self-attraction and loading). Here we make use of projections from the earth system model NorESM, where the self-attraction and loading contribution along the Norwegian coast was found to range from 1-2 cm for RCP2.6-8.5 over the 21st century [51] .
Unlike in IPCC AR5, the contribution from changes in atmospheric pressure is not considered separately here. This contribution, known as the inverse barometer effect, is instead combined with the projected ocean density, ocean mass redistribution and circulation fields from the coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs). The inverse barometer effect is relatively small. It is projected to be positive in the Arctic regions, up to 1.5 cm for RCP4.5 and 2.5 cm for RCP8.5 [52] , but likely less than this along most of the Norwegian coast.
For the sea surface height CMIP5 model data the uncertainties are computed from the multi model ensemble spread (this is the steric/dyn signal given below). The ice sheet, glacier and land water storage regional uncertainties are calculated by multiplying their global uncertainties by the respective normalized "sea level equation" patterns [43] [44] [45] . The methods used to compute uncertainties associated with GIA (obsvlm and gravgia) are given in Sections 2.1 and 3.1. Gravitational effects on sea level due to ocean mass redistribution (sal) are described above (see also Richter et al. [51] ). To combine the uncertainties, contributions that correlate with global warming have correlated uncertainties, so they are added linearly. Other contributions are assumed to be uncorrelated and are thus added in quadrature. The regional uncertainty is found by (adapted from Church et al. [11] ):
steric/dyn = Global thermal expansion uncertainty and uncertainty associated with changes in ocean density, mass redistribution and circulation changes from the AOGCMs (includes the inverse barometer effect uncertainty). antsmb = Antarctic ice sheet surface mass balance uncertainty. greensmb = Greenland ice sheet surface mass balance uncertainty. glaciers = glacier uncertainty. obsvlm = observed vertical land motion uncertainty (here includes reference frame errors). gravgia = modelled gravity changes owing to GIA uncertainty. grdwater = land water storage uncertainty. antdyn = Antarctic ice sheet rapid dynamics uncertainty. greendyn = Greenland ice sheet rapid dynamics uncertainty. sal = self-attraction and loading uncertainty (gravitational effects of ocean mass redistribution).
Note that for each contribution σ is the standard error except for grdwater, antdyn and greendyn. These have uniform probability distributions in the global projections and, therefore, the half-range of their distributions was used as σ.
Methodology for Calculating Return Heights for Extreme Sea Levels
In the above we have focussed on mean sea level. For practical purposes, however, it is often shorter-term sea-level changes that are of interest. Tides occur on a daily basis but their heights vary on a range of timescales (the different tidal constituents) and also along the coast. When quantifying coastal impacts and risk, the even higher extreme sea levels associated with storm surges need to be considered.
A return height for extreme sea levels is a height the sea level exceeds on average only once during a given return period (e.g., the 200-year return height). Return heights are typically calculated using statistical analysis of tide gauge data. Here we use the average conditional exceedance rate method for estimating the return heights [25] . Comparisons of alternative methodologies have found that the ACER method is suitable for estimating extreme sea level return periods for Norway and, furthermore, that it provides certain advantages compared to the Gumbel method and other classical methods [53, 54] . Below we give an overview of the method, but for a detailed description the reader is referred to Naess and Gaidai [55] and Skjong et al. [54] .
The difference between the ACER method and many of the classical methods is that the ACER method focuses on the exceedance rates of the extreme sea level instead of only the yearly maximum values. This makes the method less sensitive to gaps of missing data and outliers than some other methods. The ACER method also takes into account the dependency of the data, that is, that several subsequent peaks exceeding some level might be from the same extreme event. Working with extreme sea levels, this means that two subsequent high waters exceeding the given level are likely to be caused by the same storm surge as the storm surge often persists over more than one tidal cycle. Thus, we calculate the rate of which peaks exceed a given level given the condition that the previous peaks did not exceed; hence, we get a conditional exceeding rate.
More precisely, one defines the ACER function k (η) as the rate at which the sea level crosses the threshold η given k − 1 previous non-exceedances. The ACER method attempts to capture the sub-asymptotic behaviour of the data by assuming that sub-asymptotically this function is given by:
for a given level η 1 called the tail marker. In practice, the function q k (η) is varying slowly compared to the exponential function when η is large, and it is therefore replaced by a constant value q k . We assume that one year of sea level data is one realization of the process. The conditional exceedance rate is calculated for discrete levels of η and the average is taken as the estimate. Since the conditional upcrossings are assumed to be independent for a high enough value of k, the ACER function is calculated for different values of k and the value of k for which the process starts to converge is chosen. For sea level data this happens for k = 3. A curve with the form given by Equation (2) is then fitted to the estimated ACER functions, determining the parameters q k , b k , a k and c k . The confidence intervals are found in a similar way, by fitting curves to the lower and upper confidence bounds of the estimate of the ACER function. The different return heights can now be estimated by extrapolating the fitted curve to high values of η. The return height z m where m is the return period is given by the following formula, where N is the average number of peaks in the data during one year:
Return heights are available for all 23 Norwegian tide gauges except Mausund, which has not been fully integrated in the tide gauge network and has a shorter time series than the other gauges. Return heights given in this paper are calculated using data up to December 2014 and are currently the official levels for use in coastal planning [25] . Note that return heights are normally updated every 5 years; this ensures that changes in: (1) the frequency and height of extreme sea levels; and (2) the mean sea level are taken into account. The 20-, 200-and 1000-year return heights are given in Table 1 together with the first year of data used for each tide gauge. Figure 3 shows all return periods with confidence intervals for the six key locations. Since the amplitude and time of the tide vary along the Norwegian coast, the return heights calculated for a particular tide gauge cannot simply be applied to another point of the coastline. Hence, we need to be able to extrapolate these extreme sea levels along the coast. To assist this extrapolation procedure, there are several hundred shorter data series available from temporary tide gauges, dating from the beginning of the 20th century to present-day. These data series are analysed so that the relationship between the tidal behaviour in the area of a temporary tide gauge and that of a permanent tide gauge can be quantified. Following this procedure, the Norwegian coastline has been divided into zones of similar tidal properties. When extrapolating the water level to a point away from the permanent tide gauges, therefore, the astronomical tide is first determined using the tidal zones as described above and then added to the meteorological effect as seen at the closest permanent tide gauge(s). This approach assumes that the meteorological conditions affecting sea level are large-scale phenomena that have a similar effect on sea level over a large area and vary smoothly. The return heights are then estimated using the corrected water level series, in the same way as for the permanent tide gauges. Figure 4 shows water levels extrapolated to the 290 coastal municipalities in Norway. Since the amplitude and time of the tide vary along the Norwegian coast, the return heights calculated for a particular tide gauge cannot simply be applied to another point of the coastline. Hence, we need to be able to extrapolate these extreme sea levels along the coast. To assist this extrapolation procedure, there are several hundred shorter data series available from temporary tide gauges, dating from the beginning of the 20th century to present-day. These data series are analysed so that the relationship between the tidal behaviour in the area of a temporary tide gauge and that of a permanent tide gauge can be quantified. Following this procedure, the Norwegian coastline has been divided into zones of similar tidal properties. When extrapolating the water level to a point away from the permanent tide gauges, therefore, the astronomical tide is first determined using the tidal zones as described above and then added to the meteorological effect as seen at the closest permanent tide gauge(s). This approach assumes that the meteorological conditions affecting sea level are large-scale phenomena that have a similar effect on sea level over a large area and vary smoothly. The return heights are then estimated using the corrected water level series, in the same way as for the permanent tide gauges. Figure 4 shows water levels extrapolated to the 290 coastal municipalities in Norway. 
Combining Storm Surge Statistics with Sea-Level Projections
Sea-level projections can be combined with the storm surge statistics to provide "allowances" (see, e.g., Hunter [16] and Hunter et al. [17] ). Here, we adapt this approach for use with the ACER method for calculating the return heights. We define the expected number of exceedances of a level z over a given time period to be given by: 
Sea-level projections can be combined with the storm surge statistics to provide "allowances" (see, e.g., Hunter [16] and Hunter et al. [17] ). Here, we adapt this approach for use with the ACER method for calculating the return heights. We define the expected number of exceedances of a level z over a given time period to be given by:
where N, q, a, b and c are the ACER parameters for a given k as described above. We now assume that mean sea level is raised by ∆z + z , where ∆z is the mean value of the sea-level rise and z is a random variable with a probability distribution given by P(z ) and a zero mean. As our level z has now been reduced by ∆z + z , we try to find how much we have to raise this level with in order to keep the same exceedance rate as z had before this rise of the mean sea level. This amount will be the allowance A. We denote the overall number of excedances of the level z − ∆z − z + A as N ov,AC , that is,
The objective is to calculate the allowance A so that N ov,AC = N AC , that is, the expected number of exceedances before and after the sea level rise remains constant. By manipulating Equation (5) we obtain
It is not possible to eliminate the return height z from Equation (7). Thus, by combing the approach of Hunter [16] with the ACER method, instead of the Gumbel method, it is no longer the case that the allowance remains the same for any return height z given.
In a preliminary test of the method and its application to Norway, we examine the case of a future sea level rise assuming a normal uncertainty distribution with zero mean and a standard error σ such that
Results
Present-Day Vertical Land Motion in Norway
Results from GIA Modelling
The goodness-of-fit between the GPS observations and modelled vertical crustal velocities is tested for changes in Earth model parameters. In total 1089 Earth models are tested (model output from Kierulf et al. [2] ) and the best fitting Earth model is determined to have 140 km lithospheric thickness, 7 × 10 20 Pa s upper mantle viscosity and 4 × 10 21 Pa s lower mantle viscosity. Predicted vertical velocities generated using the best-fit GIA model ( Figure 5 ) show a familiar pattern of land motion (e.g., [1] ). All of mainland Norway is predicted to be uplifting; rates along the Norwegian coast vary between 1 and 5 mm/year. Visual inspection of Figure 5 shows that the pattern of modelled uplift is, broadly speaking, in good agreement with the observations. At 44 of the 92 Norwegian GPS stations, the model fits to within one-sigma of the observations. Selecting a subset of 10 stations where we have long time series and are confident in the velocity estimates, we find the RMS error between the model and GPS measurements is 0.9 mm/year (this test is useful for a comparison later on). Residuals between the best-fit GIA model and GPS data show that the model tends to overpredict rates of uplift in the middle of Norway, around 64 • N (Figure 5b) .
In order to incorporate the GIA results within our regional sea-level projections it is necessary to define a mean GIA field along with lower and upper 90% uncertainty bounds. For modelled GIA we opt to define the mean and uncertainty bounds as follows. Of the 1089 Earth models tested in the analysis of Kierulf et al. [2] a subset of 61 are identified as having comparably good fit to the observations and classified as the best-fit models (at the one standard deviation confidence level). Using this subset of 61 models, we calculate the mean and 90% uncertainty bounds from the spread in the vertical crustal velocity field predictions. In this manner, we obtain a model uncertainty which is tightly constrained to the GPS observations. This approach is preferable to simply using the full range of 1089 Earth models tested as the vertical velocity predictions are highly sensitive to the assumed Earth structure. The average GIA model uncertainty for the coastal municipalities is ±0.2 mm/year (standard error). It is important to note that the GIA uncertainty given here only accounts for changes in Earth model parameters (i.e., it ignores possible errors in the assumed ice loading history).
in the vertical crustal velocity field predictions. In this manner, we obtain a model uncertainty which is tightly constrained to the GPS observations. This approach is preferable to simply using the full range of 1089 Earth models tested as the vertical velocity predictions are highly sensitive to the assumed Earth structure. The average GIA model uncertainty for the coastal municipalities is ±0.2 mm/year (standard error). It is important to note that the GIA uncertainty given here only accounts for changes in Earth model parameters (i.e., it ignores possible errors in the assumed ice loading history). As mentioned, we also take into account gravitational effects on sea level associated with GIA. Ocean surface height changes are typically between 5% and 10% of the vertical land motion signal [56] so this is a relatively small effect. We calculate the mean field and 90% uncertainty bounds for ocean surface height changes associated with GIA. This is done with same subset of 61 Earth models used to calculate the mean and 90% uncertainty for the vertical land motion rates as above. For the mean field, modelled ocean surface changes associated with GIA vary between 0.2 and 0.5 mm/year along the Norwegian coast, the average model uncertainty is ±0.03 mm/year (standard error).
Results from Least-Squares Collocation
In our second approach, we base our calculation purely on geodetic observations and use a method of least-squares collocation to combine the levelling and GPS observations and determine VLM in Norway (e.g., [33] ). Our mean VLM solution is shown in Figure 6a and residuals with the GPS data shown in Figure 6b . The pattern of uplift based purely on the combined observations is broadly similar to our GIA model. Note that, for the least-squares collocation method, the input data from levelling and GPS act to mutually control each other, which increases the reliability of the VLM As mentioned, we also take into account gravitational effects on sea level associated with GIA. Ocean surface height changes are typically between 5% and 10% of the vertical land motion signal [56] so this is a relatively small effect. We calculate the mean field and 90% uncertainty bounds for ocean surface height changes associated with GIA. This is done with same subset of 61 Earth models used to calculate the mean and 90% uncertainty for the vertical land motion rates as above. For the mean field, modelled ocean surface changes associated with GIA vary between 0.2 and 0.5 mm/year along the Norwegian coast, the average model uncertainty is ±0.03 mm/year (standard error).
In our second approach, we base our calculation purely on geodetic observations and use a method of least-squares collocation to combine the levelling and GPS observations and determine VLM in Norway (e.g., [33] ). Our mean VLM solution is shown in Figure 6a and residuals with the GPS data shown in Figure 6b . The pattern of uplift based purely on the combined observations is broadly similar to our GIA model. Note that, for the least-squares collocation method, the input data from levelling and GPS act to mutually control each other, which increases the reliability of the VLM solution. In addition, the method filters the observations making the solution more robust to errors and outliers (see [33] ).
solution. In addition, the method filters the observations making the solution more robust to errors and outliers (see [33] ). In a test of the least-squares collocation method, we recalculate the VLM solution but omit a subset of 10 GPS stations where we have long time series and are confident in the velocity estimates (the same test as performed for the GIA model and using the same 10 GPS stations). For these 10 Norwegian stations, the RMS error between the recalculated VLM solution at the GPS observations is 0.3 mm/year. This is an encouraging result and gives us confidence in the solution where observations are few or lacking. From our least-squares collocation solution we calculate the mean field and 90% uncertainty bounds for the Norwegian coastal municipalities, the average uncertainty for these locations is ±0.2 mm/year (standard error).
Comparison of GIA Model and Least-Squares Collocation Approach
We have shown two different approaches to predicting VLM for the coastal municipalities: (1) a GIA model that is calibrated to the GPS observations; and (2) compute land motion by combining the levelling and GPS observations through least-squares collocation. It is of clear interest to determine which method best describes land motion for coastal Norway and, therefore, which is preferable when calculating future sea-level changes. In a simple test, we calculated the RMS error between the two different solutions and 10 Norwegian GPS stations where we have long time series and are confident in the velocity estimates (see also above). The RMS errors for the GIA model and least-squares collocation solutions are 0.9 mm/year and 0.3 mm/year, respectively. This comparison therefore indicates that the least-squares collocation approach performs best, i.e., the method has a better accuracy in predicting VLM in areas where we do not have observations. In a test of the least-squares collocation method, we recalculate the VLM solution but omit a subset of 10 GPS stations where we have long time series and are confident in the velocity estimates (the same test as performed for the GIA model and using the same 10 GPS stations). For these 10 Norwegian stations, the RMS error between the recalculated VLM solution at the GPS observations is 0.3 mm/year. This is an encouraging result and gives us confidence in the solution where observations are few or lacking. From our least-squares collocation solution we calculate the mean field and 90% uncertainty bounds for the Norwegian coastal municipalities, the average uncertainty for these locations is ±0.2 mm/year (standard error).
We have shown two different approaches to predicting VLM for the coastal municipalities: (1) a GIA model that is calibrated to the GPS observations; and (2) compute land motion by combining the levelling and GPS observations through least-squares collocation. It is of clear interest to determine which method best describes land motion for coastal Norway and, therefore, which is preferable when calculating future sea-level changes. In a simple test, we calculated the RMS error between the two different solutions and 10 Norwegian GPS stations where we have long time series and are confident in the velocity estimates (see also above). The RMS errors for the GIA model and least-squares collocation solutions are 0.9 mm/year and 0.3 mm/year, respectively. This comparison therefore indicates that the least-squares collocation approach performs best, i.e., the method has a better accuracy in predicting VLM in areas where we do not have observations.
For the 290 coastal municipalities we find that the average uncertainties on the GIA model and least-squares collocation solutions are the same (both ±0.2 mm/year). As a consequence of the method and additional constraint of the levelling data, the average uncertainty on the least-squares collocation solution is somewhat less than that we could expect to obtain from the GPS stations alone (the average uncertainty on the 92 GPS velocity estimates in Norway is ±0.75 mm/year). For the GIA model, the uncertainty is tightly constrained by the GPS observations and, as discussed, only accounts for changes in Earth model parameters. Better quantifying the GIA uncertainty is a challenging task but more rigorous methods are forthcoming (e.g., [57] ). Finally, it is important to recognise that neither of these uncertainty estimates account for possible systematic errors in the reference frame. We address this point below.
We opt to use the least-squares collocation solution to define our vertical velocity field for use in the sea-level projections. There are a few caveats with the approach that should be highlighted. Firstly, by using the observed vertical land motion in our sea-level projections, we assume that the observed rates will persist unchanged over the 21st century. We argue that this is a reasonable assumption as GIA dominates present-day vertical land motion in Norway (e.g., [1, 2, 28, 39, 49] ) and that the viscoelastic response time of the Earth is so long we would not expect any significant changes in the uplift rates over next~100 years. Furthermore, the generally good fit between GIA model and GPS observations shows we have a good understanding of physical process causing uplift and gives us confidence that the observations can be extrapolated in this way.
As shown in Figure 5 , however, there are some significant misfits between the GIA model and observations. (We also expect similar differences between the GIA model and least-squares collocation solution but this is not specifically examined here). Such residuals may be explained by: (1) errors in the GIA model, for example, that the ice loading is incorrect or that lateral variations in the Earth model should considered; (2) other geophysical processes contributing to vertical land motion, for example, recent work by Olesen et al. [30] identified neotectonic deformations of around 1 mm/year in the north of Norway; and (3) errors in the GPS and/or levelling observations. As noted above, four GPS stations have been removed from our final results as the data suggests they may be unstable. One advantage of using the least-squares collocation approach means that, to some extent, our solution is less sensitive to outliers. These issues should be kept in mind when interpreting the results.
Our GIA Solution and Comparison to IPCC AR5
Our full GIA solution, as a contribution to RSL change, is the VLM field determined from least-squares collocation added to the modelled gravitational effects on sea level associated with GIA. When computing uncertainties on our GIA solution, note that we include systematic errors on the reference frame's z-drift (0.5 mm/year) and scale error (0.3 mm/year). Taken together, the average uncertainty on our GIA solution is 0.6 mm/year.
The mean GIA field in IPCC AR5 is evaluated as the mean of the ICE-5G model [34] and the ANU-ICE model (Lambeck et al. [6] and subsequent improvements). These GIA models are based upon global ice sheet reconstructions where the loading history of the ice sheets is essentially inferred from paleo sea level observations. The one standard error of the GIA field is taken as the difference between the separate models. This approach is adequate when considering regional patterns of sea-level change on a global scale, as in IPCC AR5, but here we are focussed on changes for Norway and at a local level. It is also of interest to compare our GIA solution (based on geodetic observations) to the modelled solution applied in IPCC AR5.
In Figure 7 , we show the future RSL contribution from our GIA solution and that used in IPCC AR5 at our six key locations. At most locations the solutions agree to within their respective uncertainties. Our GIA solution has an almost uniform uncertainty, but the IPCC AR5 uncertainty is small in some locations (e.g., Oslo) but much larger in others (e.g., Tromsø). This simply reflects differences between the ICE-5G and ANU models. We find that the mean IPCC AR5 GIA solution lies within our 90% uncertainty bounds for 270 of the 290 coastal municipalities (figure not shown). Our mean GIA solution gives on average 4 cm higher values than that applied in IPCC AR5; i.e., our mean GIA solution indicates on average a smaller RSL fall. We have more confidence in our GIA solution, the values and uncertainties being essentially based upon the GPS and levelling observations. mean GIA solution indicates on average a smaller RSL fall. We have more confidence in our GIA solution, the values and uncertainties being essentially based upon the GPS and levelling observations. 
Regional Sea-Level Projections
Here we present regional sea-level projections for Norway using model output from the CMIP5 and for the emission scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. The projections are given with corresponding 5% to 95% ensemble spread, these ranges are defined as the likely ranges in IPCC AR5 (p > 66%).
Contributions to 21st Century Sea-Level Changes for Norway
The separate contributions to projected sea level are shown in Figure 8 for RCP4.5. This shows that the largest projected contributions and also largest uncertainties are from rapid ice dynamics in Antarctica, the steric/dyn signal and observed vertical land motion. The observed vertical land motion signal shows the largest variation between the six tide gauge sites examined, indicating that this signal will dominate the pattern of 21st century sea-level changes along the Norwegian coast. The steric/dyn and glacier projections contribute to the spatial variability to a lesser extent.
Changes in the distribution of mass on the Earth's surface produces a non-uniform sea level pattern due to gravitational changes [43] . This sea level response is often referred to as a "fingerprint" as it can be used to identify the source and size of ice mass variations. As Norway sits in the near field of Greenland, the projections indicate a small or even negative sea-level change along the coast. That is, owing to gravitational changes, Norway is predicted to experience a sea-level change between −40% and 10% of the global average sea-level rise due to Greenland surface mass balance loss. On the other hand, ice mass losses in Antarctica are predicted to produce an above average sealevel change for Norway.
Modelling results indicate an above average steric/dyn sea-level rise for Norway over the 21st century but with relatively large uncertainties attached to the projections (Figure 8) . We note the results from the CMIP5 ensemble indicate that areas that are projected to have above average sea-level change coincide with areas that have larger uncertainties [58] . That appears to be the case for Norway. Past modelling studies have focused on identifying the contributing factors to regional differences in projected ocean density and circulation changes (e.g., [53, [59] [60] [61] ). These generally 
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Projected 21st Century Sea-Level Changes for Norway
Here we present our regional relative sea-level projections ( Figure 9 and Table 2 ) which take account of changes to the contributions described in Sections 2.2.1 and 3.2.1. The projections show, unsurprisingly, that the pattern of twenty-first century relative sea-level changes for Norway is governed by GIA. For all RCPs, projected ensemble mean changes indicate that the majority of Norway will experience a RSL rise over the period 1986-2005 to 2081-2100. Thus, climate driven sea-level rise will dominate over VLM over the next 100 years. 
Here we present our regional relative sea-level projections ( Figure 9 and Table 2 ) which take account of changes to the contributions described in Sections 2.2 and 3.2.1 The projections show, unsurprisingly, that the pattern of twenty-first century relative sea-level changes for Norway is governed by GIA. For all RCPs, projected ensemble mean changes indicate that the majority of Norway will experience a RSL rise over the period 1986-2005 to 2081-2100. Thus, climate driven sea-level rise will dominate over VLM over the next 100 years. For the different RCPs the projected sea surface height changes are between 80% and 90% of the global mean change. This is because the projected above average input from steric/dyn sea-level changes and the rapid ice dynamic contribution from Antarctica are more than compensated for by the below average contributions from Greenland and glaciers.
Examining the projected RSL time series (Figure 10) shows that there are only small differences between the RCPs up until 2050. Going towards 2100 the separate projections from the RCPs begin to diverge but there are still large overlaps between their respective uncertainties. In fact, inspection of the vertical bars in Figure 10 shows that differences between the ensemble means for the different RCPs are somewhat smaller than the projections ensemble spread (5% to 95%). dynamic contribution from Antarctica are more than compensated for by the below average contributions from Greenland and glaciers. Examining the projected RSL time series (Figure 10) shows that there are only small differences between the RCPs up until 2050. Going towards 2100 the separate projections from the RCPs begin to diverge but there are still large overlaps between their respective uncertainties. In fact, inspection of the vertical bars in Figure 10 shows that differences between the ensemble means for the different RCPs are somewhat smaller than the projections ensemble spread (5% to 95%). The reasons for this become apparent when we examine the contributions from rapid ice dynamics in Antarctica, the steric/dyn signal and vertical land motion (Figure 8 ). These are the largest contributions to projected RSL change in Norway and, in general, the contributions with the largest uncertainties. Firstly, we note the rapid ice dynamic contribution from Antarctica is the same for all RCPs (i.e., it is RCP independent). IPCC AR5 assess that the scientific community is currently unable to quantify how Antarctic rapid ice dynamics relate to emission scenario, but such a dependency is expected to exist (see also Discussion). Secondly, we see that there is considerable overlap between the steric/dyn uncertainties for the different RCPs owing to the relatively large ensemble spread. The reasons for this become apparent when we examine the contributions from rapid ice dynamics in Antarctica, the steric/dyn signal and vertical land motion (Figure 8 ). These are the largest contributions to projected RSL change in Norway and, in general, the contributions with the largest uncertainties. Firstly, we note the rapid ice dynamic contribution from Antarctica is the same for all RCPs (i.e., it is RCP independent). IPCC AR5 assess that the scientific community is currently unable to quantify how Antarctic rapid ice dynamics relate to emission scenario, but such a dependency is expected to exist (see also Discussion). Secondly, we see that there is considerable overlap between the steric/dyn uncertainties for the different RCPs owing to the relatively large ensemble spread. For the period 1986-2005 to 2081-2100 the ensemble spread (5% to 95%) for the steric/dyn contribution is projected to be 0.05 to 0.35 m for RCP2.6; 0.13 to 0.43 m for RCP4.5; and 0.25 to 0.63 for RCP8.5.
These values are for the average projected change across the Norwegian coastal municipalities. Thirdly, the contribution from vertical land motion is based upon the extrapolation of observed rates from the permanent GPS stations and levelling lines. This contribution is, therefore, clearly not related to present-day climate change and is also RCP independent. Figure 11 shows the projected rates of sea-level change, these show considerable variability owing to interannual to decadal variability in the steric/dyn component (due to changes in heat uptake and wind stress simulated by the AOGCMs). For 2081-2100, we find that projected mean rates for RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 are broadly similar, whereas, for RCP8.5, ensemble mean rates are higher for the same period and the ensemble spread shows that rates may exceed 10 mm/year. Figure 11 shows the projected rates of sea-level change, these show considerable variability owing to interannual to decadal variability in the steric/dyn component (due to changes in heat uptake and wind stress simulated by the AOGCMs). For 2081-2100, we find that projected mean rates for RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 are broadly similar, whereas, for RCP8.5, ensemble mean rates are higher for the same period and the ensemble spread shows that rates may exceed 10 mm/year. Figure 12 shows changes in return heights after adding our twenty-first century mean relative sea-level projections. Changes in the likelihood of exceeding present-day return heights are dependent on both the projected sea-level change and the statistics of the observed sea level extremes (i.e., the spread between the different return heights, which determines the gradients of the lines shown in Figure 12 ) (see also Kopp et al. [19] ). For Oslo, which has a relatively small projected sea-level change but has relatively large differences between the return heights, we expect only small changes in the frequency of exceedance (Figure 12a ). However, for Stavanger and Bergen, the reverse is true and we therefore expect a large increase in the frequency of exceedance (Figure 12b,c) . Figure 12 shows changes in return heights after adding our twenty-first century mean relative sea-level projections. Changes in the likelihood of exceeding present-day return heights are dependent on both the projected sea-level change and the statistics of the observed sea level extremes (i.e., the spread between the different return heights, which determines the gradients of the lines shown in Figure 12 ) (see also Kopp et al. [19] ). For Oslo, which has a relatively small projected sea-level change but has relatively large differences between the return heights, we expect only small changes in the frequency of exceedance (Figure 12a) . However, for Stavanger and Bergen, the reverse is true and we therefore expect a large increase in the frequency of exceedance (Figure 12b,c) . An extreme sea level with a return period of 200 years will on average occur once every 200 years or, equivalently, has a 0.5% probability of occurring any given year. Figure 13 shows how An extreme sea level with a return period of 200 years will on average occur once every 200 years or, equivalently, has a 0.5% probability of occurring any given year. Figure 13 shows how the likelihood of exceeding the present 200-year return height can be dramatically increased with sea-level rise. By 2050, and only examining the ensemble mean projections, we see that the probability of exceeding the present 200-year return height will be~10% (or a 1 in 10 year event) in some areas. By the end of the 21st century, the 200-year return heights could be exceeded at least every year. This is not a surprising result. For example, in Bergen, the 200-year return height lies~1.4 m above present mean sea level (grey line in Figure 12c ). An extreme sea level of this height will cause nuisance flooding in the historic harbour area of the city. The ensemble mean projection for RCP4.5 indicates an RSL increase of~0.3 m over 1986-2005 to 2081-2100 (blue line in Figure 12c ). For this projection, therefore, we see that extreme sea levels reaching a height 1.4 m above present mean sea level will have a one-year return period by the end of the 21st century. For larger increases in RSL, we clearly expect flooding to occur more frequently, multiple times every year. In Bergen, the difference in height between the 200-year return period and the highest astronomical tide is~0.5 m, i.e., with a RSL rise larger than this, then flooding at the level of the present 200-year return height will start to occur as part of the tidal regime.
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Sea Level Allowances
Using our regional sea-level projections and ACER parameters for each tidal zone, we obtain allowances for the coastal municipalities in Norway (Tables 3-5 and Figures 14 and 15) . A disadvantage of using the ACER method in this respect (as opposed to the Gumbel method; see Hunter [16] and Hunter et al. [17] ) is that our allowances are dependent on the return height of interest. However, comparison of Tables 3-5 shows that differences due to changes in return height are generally no larger than 10 cm. Table 3 . Allowances (in cm) calculated for six key locations using the 20-year return heights and projected ensemble mean RSL change over the period 1986-2005 to 2081-2100 (the 5% to 95% ensemble spread is given in parentheses). Allowances are given for two different choices of the level of likelihood assigned to the ensemble spread. The parentheses next to the allowances give the value of the standard error above the ensemble mean projected RSL. We assume that the model range corresponds to the 5% to 95% probability bounds and fit a normal distribution. We assume that the model range corresponds to the 5% to 95% probability bounds and fit a normal distribution. We assume that the model range corresponds to the 17% to 83% probability bounds and fit a normal distribution.
Location
Allowances are calculated in two alternative ways using a normal distribution: (1) assuming that the model spread does in fact correspond to the 5% and 95% probability bounds (e.g., [62, 63] ) and (2) assuming that the model spread being defined as the likely range in IPCC AR5 (p > 66%) corresponds to the 17% and 83% probability bounds. Note that the latter is one interpretation of the likely range. The use of likely in IPCC AR5 means that there is a probability of 33% or less that future sea level will lie outside the model spread (and that 33% is not necessarily symmetrically distributed) [14] . The difference between the two sets of allowances calculated here, therefore, is simply the difference in the spread of the sea-level projections. For allowances computed using the model spread as the 5% to 95% probability bounds, then the allowance generally lies around the mark of the standard error above the mean, but below the top of the IPCC AR5 likely range (see also Hunter et al. [17] ), whereas, when calculating allowances using the model range as the 17% to 83% probability bounds, then the allowances generally lie above the mark of the standard error above the mean, and also above the top of the IPCC AR5 likely range (Tables 3-5 ). The allowances are therefore quite sensitive to the assumed spread of the probability distribution of future sea-level rise. Note that all allowances calculated give values above the ensemble mean, i.e., to preserve the likelihood of flooding from extreme sea levels, a height increase above the most likely RSL rise should be used in planning. The pattern of allowance heights (Figures 14 and 15 ) reflects spatial differences in both the RSL projections and statistics of the extreme sea levels.
Discussion
Projecting future sea-level change is a challenging task as it requires a sound understanding of many different aspects of the Earth-climate system. Key to improving our understanding of sea level is being able to identify the separate contributions to regional sea-level change. For Norway, part of achieving that goal means maintaining and improving the national sea level observing system (the tide gauge network and geodetic observation used to constrain land motion).
Our regional sea-level projections are based on findings from IPCC AR5 and CMIP5 model output. The projections take into account spatial variations in: (1) ocean density, ocean mass redistribution, and dynamics; (2) ocean mass changes and associated gravitational effects on sea level; and (3) vertical land motion and associated gravitational effects on sea level. We pay special attention to land motion due to GIA, which is better constrained using new GPS [2] and levelling observations. The generally good fit between the GPS data and GIA modelling results gives us confidence that the observations can be extrapolated into the future. Our full GIA solution, as a contribution to RSL change, is the VLM field determined from least-squares collocation (e.g., [33] ) added to modelled gravitational effects on sea level associated with GIA.
Projected ensemble mean 21st century RSL changes in Norway are, depending on location, from −0.10 to 0.30 m for RCP2.6; 0.00 to 0.35 m for RCP 4.5; and 0.15 to 0.55 m for RCP8.5. The projections show, unsurprisingly, that the pattern of twenty-first century RSL changes for Norway is governed by GIA. For all RCPs, projected ensemble mean changes indicate that the majority of Norway will experience a RSL rise over the period 1986-2005 to 2081-2100. Thus, climate driven sea-level rise will dominate over VLM over the next 100 years. This represents a reversal of the late-Holocene trend of RSL fall (see e.g., [6] ). By the end of the 21st century, the ensemble spread shows rates of RSL rise may approach or exceed~10 mm/year for RCP8.5.
The projections presented here are given with corresponding 5% to 95% model ranges which are defined as the likely range in IPCC AR5 (p > 66%). Quantifying the probability of levels above the likely range (i.e., the upper tail of the probability distribution) remains difficult because information is lacking [14] . Of particular concern is the ice sheet contribution, which potentially could be quite large, especially if a collapse of the marine portions of the Antarctic ice sheet were to be triggered (see Alley et al. [64] for a review). As mentioned, recent modelling studies of Antarctica have tried to quantify how such a marine collapse might contribute to future sea-level rise from the continent with diverging results (e.g., [22, 23] ). We note that the modelling study by Ritz et al. [22] is broadly in line with IPCC AR5, and indicates a complex and skewed distribution of future ice loss from Antarctica, whereas DeConto and Pollard [23] show by incorporating new processes-the hydrofracturing of buttressing ice shelves and the collapse of ice cliffs-future ice mass loss from Antarctica is strongly RCP dependent and that the ice sheet has the potential to contribute more than a metre of sea-level rise by 2100. This would suggest that projections based on IPCC AR5 science are systematically biased low, however, we caution that this is the result from only one study.
Regional sea-level change beyond 2100 is not dealt with in this paper. However, it is clear sea level will continue to rise after this time owing to the long response times of the oceans and ice sheets (e.g., [65] ). Evidence from the paleo record shows that, with even moderate warming, that is, temperatures close to those we observe today, the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets contributed to a multi-meter sea-level rise above present-day levels [66] .
Return heights for extreme sea levels are calculated using statistical analysis (the ACER method) of observations from the Norwegian tide gauge network. Return heights for other points along the coast are found by analysing extrapolated observations where temporary tide gauges are used to quantify the relationship between the tidal behaviour of the temporary and permanent tide gauges. In this work we have assumed no future changes to the amplitude or frequency of the extremes. (However, as shown, sea level extremes and their associated risks will nevertheless increase with mean sea-level rise). Changes in extreme sea levels can arise due to changes in storminess and/or the wave climate and wave setup. Examining evidence on this from an earlier study of the tide gauge records, we find that the picture is somewhat mixed. Some Norwegian tide gauges indicate a small but statistically significant positive late 20th century trend in storm surge heights when compared to the mean sea-level change, while others indicate a negative or insignificant trend [67] . Projections of wind and wave climate, relevant indicators for changes in storm surges, show in general little expected change in our regions. Sterl et al. [68] forced a storm surge model with wind data from an ensemble of 17 climate model runs for 1950-2100. The authors found no significant change in the direction of strong winds (near gale winds or more) in southern and western Norway over this period. Debernard and Røed [69] performed a similar study based on the moderate IPCC scenarios and projected a weak (2-6%) increase in storm surges along the Norwegian coast. However, the authors also point out that storm surge events are extremely dependent on the local conditions (topography and the movement of the storms). Other model studies project little change in wave climate, however, the same studies also caution that confidence in projections of waves and storm surges is very low (e.g., [70] ). Using our regional sea-level projections and ACER parameters for each tidal zone, we have calculated allowances for the 290 coastal municipalities in Norway. We have made some tests of the method by assuming that our regional sea-level projections are normally distributed. If the distribution were skewed, however, this would presumably result in higher allowances than those presented here [71] . A disadvantage of using the ACER method (as opposed to the Gumbel method) is that our allowances are dependent on the return height of interest. All the allowances calculated give values above the projected ensemble mean RSL rise, i.e., to preserve the likelihood of flooding from extreme sea levels, a height increase above the most likely RSL rise should be used in planning. Finally, we note that changes in the likelihood of flooding are dependent on both the projected sea-level change and the statistics of the observed extreme sea levels. The likelihood of exceeding present-day return heights can be dramatically increased with sea-level rise.
